“Cities have the capability of providing
something for everybody, only because, and
only when, they are created by everybody.”
Jane Jacobs

Who is involved in
creating place:

GOVERNMENT

Three tiers of government —
Federal, State and Local

THE
COMMUNITY

Residents and businesses
know and understand
the places where they
live and work

PROPERTY
OWNERS,
INVESTORS,
DEVELOPERS

Provide the opportunity
for renewal to occur

EXPERTS

Provide specialist expertise
across all aspects of the built
environment — design, economics,
transport and social infrastructure

The office of the Government Architect NSW provides strategic design
leadership in architecture, urban design and landscape architecture.
By integrating design expertise, we work across government, the private
sector and the community to improve social, environmental and economic
outcomes for NSW and for all our communities. To find out more about
creating good places please visit our website: ga.nsw.gov.au
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START
WITH

USERS/
OCCUPANTS

Inhabitants directly using
the buildings and spaces

FUTURE
GENERATIONS

Custodians of thriving,
sustainable communities

For further details on the
Government Architect’s
integrated design policy
Better Placed please visit:
http://governmentarchitect.
nsw.gov.au/thinking/
integrated-design-policy

THE
PLACE
“At a time when Sydney and NSW are growing
rapidly and government is investing heavily in
the new infrastructure it is vital that we keep
our eye sharply focussed on creating places
that we look back on in 20 years and are proud
of. Attractive, healthy and welcoming places
that attract people to live, work, play and
stay. Vibrant places that foster innovation and
investment. We must create a climate to shape
development and growth so that it results in
better places not just bigger places.”
Anthony Roberts, Minister for Planning,
Minister for Housing, and Special Minister of State

Creating good places across NSW
requires a place-based planning
approach, supported by a design-led
way of thinking. Place-based planning
offers a way to shape the future of
our city by concentrating on the look
and feel of places, their form, their
character and the ways that they
interconnect with the city around
them. This is distinct from processes
that focus only on conventional
categories of land use.
At the heart, good places are about
people. Strengthening existing
places, and developing new places
to allow sustainable growth, to
foster investment, to support social
cohesion, and to create value in social,
economic and environmental terms will
ultimately allow people to flourish.

“It’s not only about numbers and percentages.
It is about creating the quality of life and vitality
that makes urban living desirable. We must
bring about a change in urban attitudes so that
towns and cities once again become attractive
places in which to live, work and socialise”

Bottom image by Salty Dingo,
courtesy Department of Planning
and Environment.

Lord Rogers of Riverside, Towards an Urban Renaissance

How to achieve it:
Define
——Understand the problem clearly which needs to
be addressed, which is prompting the reason for
renewal and/or change;
——Begin with a shared common starting position
of ‘Start with the Place’ – developing a holistic
approach to the ‘big picture’ and understanding
all the key elements – transport infrastructure,
open space, housing, mixed uses, social
infrastructure and services;
——Identify the key opportunities for the project;
——Identify the key challenges (both physical and
delivery) which may constrain the opportunities
and develop strategies to overcome them;
Involve
——Identify good partners to start the journey with
and bring all of government, including Councils on
board, to develop a collaborative approach from the
start. Develop an appropriate governance structure;
——Develop a clear strategy to connect with
stakeholders which sets the path for engaging
with the community and major stakeholders,
from project inception through to finish;
——Develop a clear vision for the precinct with the
community, the stakeholders and experts. The
vision should describe the aspirations along with
specific objectives to support its delivery;
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Research
——Ensure conversations and decisions are supported
by research and an agreed evidence base;
——Prepare supporting studies on elements, such as
land economics, transport, open space and social
infrastructure to establish the current situation
and inform recommendations for development of
future strategies;
Create
——Develop a strong concept which clearly reflects
and supports the vision and objectives along with
clear design principles and values;
——Develop clear strategies and principles, including
detailed design criteria for:’
– provision of and access to high quality green
open space;
– public domain – streetscape, new spaces, with
good solar access;
– built form and typologies – scale and building
types;
– movement and connections – ease of
movement and connections to surrounding
areas;
– mixed uses – retail, residential, commercial,
and community facilities;
——Create scenarios, possibilities and solutions
which define directions and frame the
opportunities and vision.

Deliver
——Test options and scenarios against economic,
social and environmental objectives.
——Ensure independent design review during
the process is integral to allow independent
assessment of projects, survey opinions and
test solutions. Review panels include a range of
stakeholders including residents and local business.
——Carry the design intent and retain through the
delivery process

What’s important:
——Balance investment and growth with the
aspirations of the place: this will ensure that
character and amenity are the foundation that
set the future population of a place, not the other
way around;
——Collaborate: with all the major stakeholders;
——Be human centred: how people experience the
places they live and work in;
——Tell the story of place: it is about our past, our
present, our future;
——Engage the community: people will engage in a
discussion when it is about place, particularly when
it is somewhere they relate to and have a stake in;
——Develop a shared vision and guiding principles:
these are the touchstone through the project;
——Design, test and visualise: keep exploring
options and ideas;
——Set up ongoing monitoring and measurement;
——Look, feel and function: Identify the key
elements which signify how places look, feel
and function, which people associate with great
places. Some of these include:

– existing and future local character;
– high quality open space;
– carefully curated commercial and retail uses;
– vibrant great streets for living and doing
business;
– a range of different housing types;
– a well-designed landscape including tree
canopy; and
– active transport.
——Constraints can be your opportunity: the
importance of the opportunities to enhance the
unique identity of a place. Existing constraints are
sometimes the best generators of great outcomes
for a place;
——Quality: quality is a measure of care for a
community;
——Lead by example: relevant case-studies which
illustrate examples of good process and outcome.

